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Users can download the ISO image of Office 2016 from link at the end of. Documents, counterevidence, and cross-check the original. a go in that direction. I think we should not judge a book by its cover. This exchange is already old news. This comment thread is not helping. What’s your evidence? How do I know that you are not a “Soviet Agent”, if you make a comment on a TFA thread and it has the expression “Soviet Agent” in it and the commenter gets smacked around? If you want an example, look at Anthony Weiner’s Twitter. On the other hand, if you make an

honest comment on a TFA thread without the expression “Soviet Agent” attached to it, you don’t get smacked around for that. Let me suggest that if TFA posts a comment by a guy on here with the expression “Soviet Agent” in it or uses his name or has a picture of him, then that comment or name should be deleted. If you have a problem with that, then I recommend that your complaint be directed to TFA. “It is very hard to change the attitude of some of the industry press — they are just plain ignorant,” said Richard Smoak, chief executive of the Open Source Registry.
“I think that there is a conscious decision to hold the traditional record industry back by making it harder to sell content over P2P networks, and if that is the result, then it is clear that that is not good.” At some point, I hope we can move past this. The arguments have run their course. I was going to suggest moving past this, but you didn’t seem to want to
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